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Abstract19
First-order reversal curve (FORC) distributions are a powerful diagnostic tool for charac-20
terizing and quantifying magnetization processes in fine magnetic particle systems. Esti-21
mation of FORC distributions requires computation of the second-order mixed derivative22
of noisy magnetic hysteresis data. This operation amplifies measurement noise and for23
weakly magnetic systems it can compromise estimation of a FORC distribution. Previous24
processing schemes, which are based typically on local polynomial regression, have been25
developed to smooth FORC data to suppress detrimental noise. Importantly, the smoothed26
FORC distribution needs to be consistent with the measurement data from which it was27
estimated. This can be a challenging task even for expert users, who must adjust sub-28
jectively parameters that define the form and extent of smoothing until a “satisfactory”29
FORC distribution is obtained. For non-expert users, estimation of FORC distributions30
using inappropriate smoothing parameters can produce distorted results corrupted by pro-31
cessing artifacts, which can lead to spurious inferences concerning the magnetic system32
under investigation. We have developed a statistical machine learning framework based33
on probabilistic model comparison to guide estimation of FORC distributions. An intu-34
itive approach is presented that reveals regions of a FORC distribution that may have been35
smoothed inappropriately. An associated metric can also be used to compare data prepara-36
tion and local regression schemes to assess their suitability for processing a given FORC37
data set. Ultimately, our approach selects FORC smoothing parameters in a probabilistic38
fashion, which automates the derivative estimation process regardless of user expertise.39
1 Introduction40
First-order reversal curves (FORCs) are a form of magnetic hysteresis measure-41
ment that provide diagnostic information for characterizing fine magnetic particle sys-42
tems. FORCs can, for example, reveal the domain state of magnetic particles [Roberts43
et al., 2000; Pike et al., 2001a; Carvallo et al., 2003; Newell, 2005], distinguish between44
different forms of magnetic anisotropy [Newell, 2005; Harrison and Lascu, 2014; Harrison45
et al., 2019; Valdez-Grijalva and Muxworthy, 2019], discriminate mineral sub-populations46
in mixtures [Roberts et al., 2000, 2014; Muxworthy et al., 2005; Heslop et al., 2014; Lascu47
et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2018], quantify magnetic interactions [Muxworthy et al., 2004;48
Carvallo et al., 2006], and reveal thermal relaxation in single domain (SD) particles [Pike49
et al., 2001b; Lanci and Kent, 2018]. Thus, FORCs can play a crucial role in paleomag-50
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netic, rock magnetic, and environmental magnetic studies where natural materials contain51
a variety of magnetic minerals with distributions of sizes, interparticle spacings, etc. Be-52
yond Earth science, FORCs have been used extensively in solid-state physics, materials53
science, and industry, where a broad range of fine magnetic particle systems, such as mag-54
netic recording media [Papusoi et al., 2011; Valcu et al., 2011; Miyazawa et al., 2019],55
require quantitative characterization.56
Since their introduction to the geophysics community by Pike et al. [1999] and Roberts57
et al. [2000], effort has been made to improve experimental measurement protocols, to re-58
fine data processing, and to optimize graphical representation of FORC distributions (see59
Roberts et al. [2014] for a recent review). Parallel to these practical developments, exper-60
imental, theoretical, and modelling studies have provided insights into the expression of61
different magnetic particle systems in FORCs. Thus, over 20 years of research has pro-62
vided a framework for the measurement, processing, representation, and quantitative inter-63
pretation of FORC data.64
FORCs are partial hysteresis curves constructed by taking a sample from a positive65
saturating field (Bsat) to a predefined reversal field, Br , and returning to Bsat. An individ-66
ual FORC is the magnetization (M) measured as a function of Br and B as the applied67
field returns to Bsat. FORC diagrams are constructed from a collection of FORCs and are68
transformed into a distribution, which is defined by the mixed second derivative of the69
magnetization with respect to Br and B [Mayergoyz, 1986; Pike et al., 1999]:70






Traditionally, FORC distributions are displayed in a rotated coordinate system of coerciv-72
ity, Bc = (B − Br )/2, versus interaction field, Bu = (B + Br )/2 [Pike et al., 1999]. While73
Eqn. 1 is readily stated, estimation of ρ is not trivial. Standard finite difference approxi-74
mations to Eqn. 1 amplify measurement noise and obscure the underlying FORC distribu-75
tion. The challenge of estimating ρ is the focus of this paper.76
Pike et al. [1999] estimated ρ using a local regression framework [Cleveland and77
Devlin, 1988; Loader, 1999]. Specifically, the magnetization around a point of interest is78
approximated by a second-order polynomial surface fitted in a least-squares sense to the79
magnetization data deemed “local” to that point. The second-order polynomial surface80
takes the form:81
M(B, Br ) = a1 + a2B + a3Br + a4B2 + a5B2r + a6Br B, (2)82
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which in turn provides an estimate of ρ, denoted as ρ̂:83




The choice of a second-order polynomial can be justified from statistical and physical85
standpoints. First, a second-order surface corresponds to the lowest order polynomial86
where ρ̂ will not be zero everywhere. Therefore, a second-order surface can be viewed87
as an appropriately parsimonious polynomial for local regression of FORC data because88
it employs a minimum number of parameters. Second, a more complex polynomial, such89
as a third-order surface, would have continuous second derivatives, which is incompatible90
with some magnetic systems (for example, Stoner and Wohlfarth [1948] particles). Once91
the estimation process is repeated for each point of interest, the resulting FORC distri-92
bution is a combination of all local regression models. Smoothing can be increased by93
enlarging the local region to include more data points in each regression model. How-94
ever, selecting the appropriate smoothing level is a subjective decision. If local regions95
are too small, noise cancellation will be ineffective and the underlying structure of the96
FORC distribution may remain hidden. Alternatively, if local regions are too large, the97
magnetization will be overly smoothed and the estimated FORC distribution will be dis-98
torted [Roberts et al., 2000, 2014]. The effects of variable smoothing are illustrated by99
Roberts et al. [2000, 2014]. Oversmoothing will not only provide a poor representation100
of the true FORC distribution, but it may also obscure the presence of subtle diagnostic101
features [Harrison and Feinberg, 2008].102
Pike et al. [1999] employed local regression with a square array of data centered on103
each point of interest. The local squares have a constant size across the FORC diagram,104
which is defined by a smoothing factor (SF), whereby each side of the square has a length105
of 2SF+1 points with respect to the {Br, B} grid of measurements. Heslop and Muxworthy106
[2005] developed a statistical framework to accompany the Pike et al. [1999] regression107
scheme, whereby a sample-specific SF is selected based on estimating the maximum level108
of noise cancellation that can be achieved before the underlying FORC distribution be-109
comes distorted. Heslop and Muxworthy [2005] further showed how the local regression110
approach of Pike et al. [1999] could be accelerated using two-dimensional convolution111
[Savitzky and Golay, 1964]. While this approach accelerated estimation of a FORC dis-112
tribution by a factor of ∼500, it required the measured magnetizations to be interpolated113
onto a regular field grid, which may produce correlated errors that unduly effect the least-114
squares estimate of ρ.115
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An alternative approach was proposed by Acton et al. [2007], which suppressed mea-116
surement noise by first filtering the FORC magnetization data before estimating ρ via a117
central finite difference scheme. The initial filtering step involved a Gaussian function, the118
width of which could be enlarged to increase the level of data smoothing. Harrison and119
Feinberg [2008] adopted an alternative locally weighted regression (LOESS - locally es-120
timated scatterplor smoothing) scheme, where regression is based on data that lie within121
a circle around a point of interest. The relative importance of each data point included in122
a local regression estimate is then represented using a tricube function [Cleveland, 1979],123
whereby data closer to the point of interest have a greater influence on estimation of the124
second-order polynomial and, therefore, ρ̂. The level of smoothing is controlled by chang-125
ing the size of the circular local regression region to include more (greater smoothing) or126
fewer (less smoothing) points. Through analysis of fitting residuals, Harrison and Feinberg127
[2008] provided a scheme whereby different smoothing levels could be compared to in-128
form selection of the size of the circular regression region to be applied across the FORC129
diagram. Recently, Berndt and Chang [2019] showed that LOESS-based FORC processing130
could be accelerated using a fast Fourier transform algorithm.131
The estimation techniques of Pike et al. [1999] and Harrison and Feinberg [2008]132
both employ local regression regions of fixed size throughout a given FORC diagram. Ex-133
perimental and theoretical analysis, however, has demonstrated that characteristic features134
in FORC distributions can be anisotropic. For example, non-interacting stable SD parti-135
cles produce a narrow horizontal “central ridge” feature [Pike et al., 1999; Newell, 2005;136
Egli et al., 2010], while multidomain particles produce vertical contours close to Bc = 0137
[Pike et al., 2001a]. To account for these issues, Egli [2013] developed a flexible locally138
weighted scheme, named VARIFORC, where both the size and shape of rectangular re-139
gression regions aligned with the {Bc, Bu} coordinate system are adjusted as a function140
of their location in a FORC diagram. Therefore, smoothing can be extended horizontally141
or vertically, depending on the features in a given FORC distribution. The size and shape142
of regression rectangles in the VARIFORC scheme are controlled by user-defined parame-143
ters, which are typically adjusted interactively based on the form of the FORC distribution144
under consideration.145
A statistical framework to estimate significance levels and confidence intervals for146
locations in FORC distributions was developed by Heslop and Roberts [2012]. These147
statistics are calculated readily for weighted local regression problems; however, estimated148
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significance levels and confidence intervals depend on the selected smoothing parameters.149
As pointed out by Heslop and Roberts [2012], it is feasible to select a smoothing scheme150
that will ensure that any given location in a FORC distribution is statistically significant.151
Clearly such an approach would be inappropriate and Heslop and Roberts [2012] recom-152
mended that smoothing parameters are selected independently to ensure objective estima-153
tion of significance levels and confidence intervals.154
Recently, Cimpoesu et al. [2019] developed a more advanced statistical framework155
for comparing estimated FORC distributions via goodness of fit metrics and model com-156
parison techniques. Building on the local regression framework described by Loader [1999],157
Cimpoesu et al. [2019] considered different methods for estimating ρ and illustrated how158
information criteria, which measure the level of information loss during regression [Burn-159
ham and Anderson, 2002], can be used to compare different smoothing parameters to160
guide calculation of a FORC distribution. The doFORC software of Cimpoesu et al. [2019]161
provides a flexible local regression tool where estimated FORC distributions can be com-162
pared statistically. The doFORC analysis framework does not, however, accommodate163
schemes such as VARIFORC that allow variable smoothing as a function of position in a164
FORC distribution. For natural materials, which often contain a number of magnetic parti-165
cle subpopulations with drastically different hysteresis properties, such variable smoothing166
is crucial to estimate different regions of a FORC distribution in a manner appropriate to167
data in that region [Egli, 2013].168
As FORC processing techniques have become more complex, there is an increasing169
challenge for end-users to make decisions concerning the method by which ρ is estimated170
and the choice of technique-specific settings, such as smoothing parameters. Poorly cho-171
sen processing settings may resulting in spurious inferences being drawn from inappropri-172
ately processed FORC distributions. Ultimately, FORC processing should reduce the in-173
fluence of measurement noise without overly distorting the underlying FORC distribution.174
To address the problem of estimating FORC distributions that provide a balance between175
noise reduction and signal distortion, we adopt a Bayesian machine learning framework176
that considers learning as a probabilistic inference problem. Specifically, the structure and177
parameters of a local regression scheme to estimate ρ for a given FORC diagram can be178
learned directly from the data using probabilistic inference. Thus, our aim is to design a179
framework that guides selection of VARIFORC smoothing parameters based on ensuring180
consistency with the measured magnetization data. Such an objective approach is partic-181
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ularly beneficial for non-expert users who may not be familiar with FORC processing, or182
who simply want to automate processing of large numbers of FORC data sets.183
2 Probabilistic comparison of FORC regression models184
When estimating ρ via local regression, it is important to consider the balance be-185
tween noise removal and signal distortion [Roberts et al., 2000; Heslop and Muxworthy,186
2005; Egli, 2013]. In the case of “overfitting” the polynomial regression model applied to187
a local set of points is too complex (i.e. it contains too many terms) and will fit the data188
too closely. Thus, noise will have an inappropriately strong influence on ρ̂. Overfitting is189
the reason why FORC distributions are noisy if they are estimated using smoothing fac-190
tors that are too low. Alternately, “underfitting” occurs when the local regression model is191
too simple (i.e. it contains too few terms) to fit the data appropriately. For example, this is192
the case when employing smoothing factors that are too high and FORC distributions be-193
come distorted because the local model cannot fit the data adequately. Thus, when select-194
ing appropriate smoothing parameters for a given FORC data set, it is crucial to develop a195
strategy that considers potentially detrimental effects of both underfitting and overfitting.196
The simplest implementation of VARIFORC is based on five smoothing parameters;197
sc,0 (minimum horizontal smoothing), su,0 (minimum vertical smoothing), sc,1 (minimum198
horizontal smoothing away from Hc = 0), su,1 (minimum vertical smoothing away from a199
central ridge if one is present), and λ (linear increase in smoothing with increasing field).200
If we consider estimation of a collection of FORC distributions using an ensemble of can-201
didate VARIFORC smoothing parameters, how can we rank the performance of the esti-202
mated distributions in terms of their consistency with the measured data?203
2.1 Polynomial model selection to estimate ρ204
Consider a single location in a FORC distribution for which we wish to estimate205
ρ. For a given set of VARIFORC smoothing parameters, a local subset of measurement206
points is chosen and assigned weights as a function of their location relative to the point207
of interest [Egli, 2013]. A second-order polynomial (Eqn. 2) is then fitted to the selected208
points to determine ρ̂ (Eqn. 3) via weighted least-squares regression. Thus, it is assumed209
implicitly that a second-order polynomial is consistent with the selected data. If, however,210
the selected VARIFORC smoothing parameters are inappropriate, estimation of ρ̂ with a211
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second-order polynomial could result in overfitting or underfitting. Therefore, an ability to212
detect either overfitting or underfitting in the local regression problem provides a means213
to assess the suitability of selected VARIFORC smoothing parameters. To identify overfit-214
ting or underfitting we compare regression models of different complexity probabilistically215
to determine which is most consistent with the data. Specifically, the theorem of Bayes216
[1763] provides a naturally parsimonious framework for model selection, whereby the per-217
formance of alternative models can be compared probabilistically and more complex mod-218
els are penalized automatically [MacKay, 1992].219
We consider three candidate polynomial surfaces to approximate the n magneti-220
zations, M , in a local regression region within the {B, Br } coordinate system. The first221
surface is a second-order polynomial (H02 ) that is constrained to have zero mixed second222
derivative defined by:223
M(B, Br ) = a1 + a2B + a3Br + a4B2 + a5B2r , and (4)224
ρ̂(B, Br ) = 0. (5)225
226
H02 will always yield ρ̂ = 0 so its behavior is inconsistent with the main body of a FORC227
distribution, where ρ = 0 is only expected when passing between positive and negative228
regions (for example in SD systems [Newell, 2005]). Thus, within the main body of a229
FORC distribution a H02 polynomial will tend to underfit (i.e. oversmooth). A full second-230
order polynomial surface (H2) is defined by:231
M(B, Br ) = a1 + a2B + a3Br + a4B2 + a5B2r + a6Br B, and (6)232





This polynomial surface is standard in FORC processing [Pike et al., 1999; Harrison and235
Feinberg, 2008; Egli, 2013] and its use was justified in Section 1. Finally, a third-order236
polynomial surface (H3) is defined by:237
M(B, Br ) = a1 + a2B + a3Br + a4B2 + a5B2r + a6Br B
+ a7B3 + a8B3r + a9Br B
2 + a10B2r B, and
(8)238
ρ̂(B, Br ) = −
a6
2
− a9B − a10Br . (9)239
240
Importantly, the second derivatives of H3 are continuous, which is inconsistent with the241
properties of Stoner and Wohlfarth [1948] particles. Therefore, a H3 polynomial surface242
may lead to overfitting (i.e. undersmoothing).243
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When performing local regression at a single location of interest, we compare the244
candidate polynomial surfaces probabilistically to infer which is most consistent with the245
data (Appendix 1). If this comparison indicates that a H02 surface is most consistent with246
the data, then we infer that a FORC estimate with a second-order surface may result in247
overfitting (i.e. insufficient smoothing because H2 is more complex than H02 ) and noise248
will unduly influence ρ̂. Alternatively, if the model comparison reveals that a H3 surface249
is most compatible with the data, then application of a second-order surface will result in250
underfitting (i.e. excessive smoothing because H2 is less complex than H3) that potentially251
introduces bias into ρ̂. Thus, there are two levels of inference necessary for each point of252
interest in a FORC distribution. The first involves fitting a candidate model to the data,253
which requires estimation of the coefficients that describe a given polynomial surface. The254
second involves assigning a probability-based ranking to the alternative models given their255
compatibility with the data. Model development and comparison is readily undertaken in a256
Bayesian setting [Gull, 1989; MacKay, 1992; Bishop, 2006], where the model that is most257
consistent with the data can be selected in a probabilistic fashion through estimation of258
Bayes factors [Hoeting et al., 1999; Sambridge et al., 2006]. Therefore, Bayesian model259
selection (Appendix 1) provides a means to determine whether a local regression-based ρ260
estimate will be influenced by overfitting or underfitting when ρ̂ is evaluated based on a261
second-order polynomial surface.262
2.2 Selection of an appropriate VARIFORC scheme263
As discussed, model comparison at a single location in a FORC distribution pro-264
vides a means to assess if a ρ estimate based on a second-order polynomial will be af-265
fected by either overfitting (ineffective noise removal) or underfitting (distorting the under-266
lying signal). Thus, the tendency of a given local regression scheme to overfit or underfit267
the data can be assessed by examining the frequency with which the collection of regres-268
sion models used to estimate a FORC distribution is most consistent with a given order269
polynomial. If ρ̂ is to be obtained via Eqns 2 and 3, then a regression scheme must be270
selected that maximizes the number of cases most consistent with a second-order polyno-271
mial. If there are regions of the main body of the FORC distribution where H02 models272
are favored, then ρ̂ based on H2 polynomials can be expected to be noisy in these areas273
(i.e. insufficient smoothing). Alternatively, ρ̂ based on H2 polynomials can be expected274
to be biased in areas where H3 polynomials are preferred (i.e. excessive smoothing). For275
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a FORC distribution estimated for a given set of VARIFORC smoothing parameters we,276
therefore, determine the proportion of cases in the local regression process where an H2277
model was most consistent with the data. We refer to this proportion as ψ. If a set of278
VARIFORC smoothing parameters yields local data consistent with second-order poly-279
nomials at every position under consideration then ψ = 1.280
While ψ could be estimated across the entire measurement space of a FORC dia-281
gram, this would be inappropriate because outside the main body of the distribution ρ is282
expected to be zero and, therefore, more compatible with H02 than H2. We restrict eval-283
uation of ψ to the triangular region of a FORC distribution that corresponds to where284
the major hysteresis loop is open. This involves estimating the upper (M+(B)) and lower285
(M−(B)) branches of the major hysteresis loop from the FORC data. A field, Bopen, is then286
determined which corresponds to:287





where ω is set to a small value, such as 0.05. Therefore, Bopen corresponds to the field289
at which the difference between the upper and low major hysteresis branches is ω times290
the separation between the branches at zero field. The triangular region of a FORC dis-291
tribution in which the major hysteresis loop is considered to be open is then defined by292
{Bc, Bu} vertices of {0,+Bopen}, {0,−Bopen}, and {+Bopen, 0}.293
For a given specimen it may not be feasible to select VARIFORC smoothing pa-294
rameters that yield local data consistent with second-order polynomials at every position295
under consideration in a FORC distribution (i.e. ψ = 1). For example, the FORC response296
due to a non-interacting SD particle assemblage is represented by an infinitely sharp ridge297
[Pike et al., 1999; Newell, 2005; Egli et al., 2010], that by definition cannot be fitted with298
a second-order polynomial. Structured deviations from locally second-order data may indi-299
cate that the selected regression scheme is not completely appropriate for a given sample,300
but it is impractical to reject the whole VARIFORC scheme simply because ψ = 1 cannot301
be achieved. We offer a pragmatic solution to this problem by considering a large ensem-302
ble (typically thousands) of combinations of VARIFORC smoothing parameters. We then303
select a suitably smoothed FORC distribution based on the combination of VARIFORC304
smoothing parameters that yields the highest proportion of H2 models (i.e. it maximizes305
ψ).306
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For a given combination of VARIFORC smoothing parameters, H02 , H2, and H3307
polynomials are estimated for a given point within the triangle of FORC space defined by308
Bopen. These polynomial models are then compared probabilistically using Bayes factors309
(BFs). Kass and Raftery [1995] recommended that when comparing two hypotheses, HA310
and HB, if BF(HA,HB) >10 there is “strong” support for HA and when BF(HA,HB) <1/10311
there is “strong” support for HB. Using this approach, we estimate ψ for a given combina-312
tion of VARIFORC parameters by assuming that each local regression problem should be313
represented by an H2 model unless there is “strong” support for H02 or H3. For positions314
in the FORC distribution where H02 is favored over H2, ρ̂ is set to zero. At all other po-315
sitions, ρ̂ is estimated using H2. Heslop and Roberts [2012] showed that an ensemble of316
null hypothesis tests could be used in a local regression setting to define statistical signif-317
icance throughout a FORC distribution. Regions of a FORC distribution where ρ , 0 at318
a given significance level can then be demarcated using contours. Our probabilistic model319
selection scheme removes the need for the null hypothesis scheme of Heslop and Roberts320
[2012]. Instead positions in the FORC distribution where H02 is favored are set as ρ̂ =0.321
We have developed an open-source Python package; FORCsensei (https://forcaist.github.io),322
which includes an interactive Jupyter Notebook to automate FORC processing and selec-323
tion of VARIFORC smoothing parameters. The FORCsensei package performs standard324
FORC preprocessing tasks and then undertakes a grid-search through an ensemble of com-325
binations of the VARIFORC smoothing parameters defined by Egli [2013]. This ensemble326
is constructed based on user-defined limits on sc,0, su,0, sc,1, su,1, and λ. The smooth-327
ing parameters and λ are restricted to lie in the intervals [2, 10] and [0, 0.2], respectively.328
Smoothing values to be considered are spaced logarithmically between the selected min-329
imum and maximum, rounded to the nearest integer, and duplicate values are removed.330
λ values are spaced linearly with a separation of 0.04. If the full ranges of the parameter331
intervals are selected, FORCsensei will compare ψ values of 2,646 FORC distributions332
generated with different combinations of VARIFORC parameters effectively lying on a 5-333
dimensional grid. Such a large comparison is computationally expensive, so FORCsensei334
provides functionality to employ downsampling in the estimation of ψ and compare FORC335
distributions in parallel using Dask [Dask Development Team, 2016], which is an open-336
source package that can deploy Python code across a multiprocessor system. The number337
of VARIFORC distributions to be compared can also be reduced by assuming sc,0 = sc,1,338
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or sc,0 = su,0 = sc,1 = su,1, and λ = 0, which corresponds to the approach of Pike et al.339
[1999].340
There are two important caveats to our proposed approach. First, we employ a sim-341
ple 5-parameter VARIFORC scheme; however, Egli [2013] demonstrated the challenges342
associated with smoothing artifacts in estimated FORC distributions and devised more de-343
tailed schemes to remove them. For example, the 5-parameter VARIFORC scheme may344
not be appropriate in regions of FORC space where Bu ≈ −Bc , when FORC magne-345
tizations are changing rapidly, or when there are large differences between neighboring346
FORCs. Egli [2013] devised schemes for minimizing the effects of such smoothing arti-347
facts and users are encouraged to employ sample-specific VARIFORC solutions as nec-348
essary. Second, users should place importance on the acquisition of high quality FORC349
measurements. No FORC processing algorithm can be expected to produce high qual-350
ity FORC distributions from poor quality measurements. For example, it is crucial that351
a measurement field step is chosen that is appropriate to resolve features of interest (for352
example see Egli et al. [2010] for discussion of appropriate FORC parameters for measure-353
ment of central ridge features). Where possible, instrument drift should be minimized and354
samples may need to be remeasured if sudden impulse drift events occur [Roberts et al.,355
2014].356
3 Case studies357
We present two case studies to demonstrate our proposed ψ metric and its use in358
selecting VARIFORC smoothing parameters. These examples were chosen because they359
provide an intuitive demonstration of our approach. We do not question the analyses or360
conclusions of the original studies in which the following examples were published.361
3.1 Biogenic magnetite362
We present results for a case study from marine sediment core MD00-2361, which363
was recovered from a water depth of 1805 m off the coast of northwestern Western Aus-364
tralia (22◦04.92’S, 113◦28.63’E). Magnetostratigraphic analysis of core MD00-2361 lo-365
cated the Matuyama-Brunhes paleomagnetic reversal at a depth of ∼16 m [Heslop et al.,366
2013]. Environmental magnetic analysis and FORC measurements [Heslop et al., 2013]367
reveal that the MD00-2361 sediments contain both magnetofossils and coarse-grained368
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detrital magnetite. The MD00-2361 FORC distributions have well-defined central ridges369
[Heslop et al., 2013, 2014], which are indicative of non-interacting stable SD particles370
[Newell, 2005; Egli et al., 2010]. Transmission electron microscope observations revealed371
abundant magnetofossils [Heslop et al., 2013] and analysis of FORC central ridge signals372
indicated that the morphology of the magnetofossils changed with the environmental al-373
ternations between glacial and interglacial periods [Heslop et al., 2014]. Here we reana-374
lyze high-resolution FORC measurements (field spacing of 0.5 mT) (Fig. 1a) performed375
on a sediment sample from a depth of 1.25 meters below seafloor. For an ensemble of376
VARIFORC models, based on 2,646 smoothing parameter configurations, a maximum of377
ψ = 0.38 (Fig. 1b) is obtained when sc,0 = 4, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 4, su,1 = 4, and λ = 0.04.378
Inspection of the highest-ranked VARIFORC model through the space of the FORC distri-379
bution (Fig. 1c) reveals areas where the data are most consistent with H2; however, there380
is a region in the lower half-plane in which H3 is preferred, where underfitting may occur.381
Furthermore, there are regions along the lower coercivity Bu = 0 region where underfitting382
occurs because even with high resolution FORC measurements, a second-order polynomial383
cannot resolve fully the infinitely sharp central ridge [Newell, 2005; Egli et al., 2010]. The384
resulting FORC distribution (Fig. 1d) contains a main central ridge and vertical spread-385
ing at lower coercivities produced by the coarser, potentially vortex state [Roberts et al.,386
2017; Lascu et al., 2018], detrital particles. The FORC distribution also contains anoma-387
lous streaking along the so-called remanence diagonal (Bu = −Bc).388
In a detailed analysis of FORC estimation procedures, Egli [2013] identified anoma-389
lous remanence diagonal behavior. Artifacts appear in this region of a FORC distribu-390
tion when reversible magnetization processes, for example, due to superparamagnetic par-391
ticles, produce a sigmoidal response as the applied field crosses zero, which cannot be392
well approximated by a second-order polynomial surface. Egli [2013] recommended an393
elegant solution to this problem, where subtraction of the last FORC from all preceding394
FORCs removes the sigmodial signal from the magnetization data. The derivative of the395
last FORC with respect to Br is zero, so this subtraction does not change the underlying396
ρ, but transforms the magnetization data into a form that is expected to be more consis-397
tent with a series of local polynomial surfaces. In practice, this preprocessing step, which398
has become known as “lower branch subtraction”, increases noise in the data, but the ρ399
estimate may be improved because the form of the model on which ρ̂ is based is more400
consistent with the data. In many cases, the effect of increased noise is negligible and the401
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Egli [2013] lower branch subtraction technique removes artifacts produced by reversible402
magnetizations.403
When using lower branch subtracted magnetizations for the MD00-2361 sample404
(Fig. 2a), ψ is maximized at 0.70 when sc,0 = 3, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 3, su,1 = 5, and λ = 0.08405
(Figs. 2b and 2c). Much of the tendency to underfit is removed by lower branch subtrac-406
tion; however, the overfitting region around the central ridge remains because it is related407
to measurement resolution. Diagonal overfitting features appear in the lower branch sub-408
tracted model, which are probably due to uncompensated instrument drift (Fig. 2d). The409
full FORC diagram and lower branch subtracted FORC diagram have similar distribu-410
tions (Figs. 1d and 2d, respectively); however, lower branch subtraction has successfully411
removed the fitting artifact along the remanence diagonal.412
To demonstrate the effects of overfitting and underfitting, we also provide exam-413
ples where extreme VARIFORC parameters were selected for the lower branch subtracted414
FORCs. A case of overfitting (i.e. insufficient smoothing) is shown in Fig. 3, where sc,0 = 2,415
su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 2, su,1 = 2, and λ = 0.0 yields ψ = 0.49. The VARIFORC solution con-416
tains a high proportion of local regression models where the data are consistent with H02417
rather than the desired H2 (Fig. 3a). In these areas the data support a hypothesis of ρ = 0418
and the regions of the FORC distribution that flank the central ridge are lost (Fig. 3b).419
This demonstrates that when considering the performance of given smoothing parame-420
ters, it is important to compare the estimated FORC distribution with the distribution of421
selected model order. VARIFORC parameters sc,0 = 8, su,0 = 8, sc,1 = 8, su,1 = 8, and422
λ = 0.12 are selected to demonstrate underfitting (ψ = 0.10), where most of the local re-423
gression models involve data more consistent with H3 than H2 (Fig. 3c). This results in424
oversmoothing of the underlying signal where the central ridge becomes too broad and the425
low coercivity flanks widen (compare Fig. 3d to Fig. 2d).426
3.2 Sedimentary greigite427
In their discussion of noise suppression, Roberts et al. [2014] demonstrated changes428
in the FORC distribution of a sedimentary greigite sample from South Island, New Zealand,429
as a function of smoothing factor (sample UB199B from Roberts and Turner [1993]).430
The sediment contains strongly interacting stable SD greigite particles, which produce431
a FORC distribution that is characterized by broad coercivity and interaction field dis-432
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tributions. With increasing smoothing factor, the main body of the FORC distribution433
becomes smoother and broader as the size of the local regression regions grows. To de-434
velop rigorous interpretations appropriate smoothing is required to ensure that the FORC435
distribution is not overfitted or underfitted. The UB199B magnetization data are smooth436
(Fig. 4a) and the lower branch subtracted curves contain little visible noise (Fig. 4b).437
Comparison of an ensemble of 2,646 candidate VARIFORC models leads to selection438
of a model that corresponds to the lowest smoothing level (sc,0 = 2, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 2,439
su,1 = 2, and λ = 0.0), yielding ψ = 0.70 (Figs 4c and 4d). The resulting FORC distribu-440
tion (Fig. 4e) has a somewhat noisy appearance, which reflects a balance between noise441
removal and signal distortion. While an increased level of underfitting would produce a442
smoother FORC distribution, the underlying signal would be distorted to a point where it443
would be less consistent with the data. There are diagonal underfitting regions in Fig. 4d444
that originate at Bu ≈ ±0.05 T and converge toward Bc ≈ 0.05 T. Such fitting artifacts can445
appear in lower branch subtracted data sets if there are rapid magnetization changes close446
to the coercive field of the hysteresis loop and can be corrected by limiting the size of lo-447
cal regression regions in these areas. Such functionality is available in the VARIFORC448
package of Egli [2013].449
The Bayesian regression framework provides uncertainties for the estimated polyno-450
mial coefficients, which can be converted readily to confidence intervals on ρ̂ via standard451
uncertainty propagation [Heslop and Roberts, 2012]. Therefore, once an independent es-452
timation of the appropriate VARIFORC smoothing parameters is made, additional quan-453
tification of the FORC distribution can be undertaken. For example, profiles of ρ̂ with454
associated confidence intervals can be constructed (Fig. 4f).455
To further demonstrate our proposed approach, we provide examples involving addi-456
tion of noise to the UB199B lower branch subtracted FORCs. As expected, higher smooth-457
ing parameters are selected as noise is added to the data (Fig. 5). However, with the addi-458
tion of noise and the need for greater smoothing, artifacts start to appear in the FORC459
distribution, for example streaking (compare Figs 4e and 5f). It is important to note that460
FORC processing algorithms may not be able to resolve appropriate smoothing parameters461
when FORC data are corrupted by high noise levels. Our approach is designed to find a462
balance between noise removal and minimizing signal distortion. When noise is high, it463
may be infeasible to find smoothing parameters that remove the noise contribution without464
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overly distorting the signal. Therefore, users should strive to reduce experimental noise by465
making the best possible measurements [Roberts et al., 2014].466
4 Discussion467
In our case studies, we focus on selecting smoothing parameters for the VARIFORC468
framework of Egli [2013]. More broadly, however, our proposed approach provides an469
intuitive performance metric that can be applied readily to compare different local regres-470
sion schemes. In our approach, smoothing parameters that yield the highest ψ value (i.e.471
the greatest proportion of second-order cases) can be determined automatically. Use of472
ψ requires further justification because it is reasonable to ask whether with the polyno-473
mial model selection framework outlined in Section 2.1 it would be more appropriate to474
simply estimate ρ for each point in the FORC space based on the optimal local polyno-475
mial. There is a key hurdle to such an approach. Model selection techniques should be476
parsimonious and only favor more complex (i.e. higher-order) models if sufficient infor-477
mation (i.e. data) is available to support them [MacKay, 1992]. Therefore, the size of a478
local regression region and selected polynomial order are not independent of each other.479
If we were to simply employ the optimal polynomial model in each local problem, how480
do we initially select the size of the local regression region on which the model selection481
will be based? To provide a concrete example of this issue, consider an analysis that em-482
ploys small boxes for the local regression problem. Little information is available in each483
box, so higher-order polynomials cannot be supported and H02 would be selected for each484
box, leading to the inference that ρ = 0 throughout the FORC space. Clearly, such a re-485
sult would be meaningless and simply an outcome of selecting an arbitrary region size a486
priori. We have circumvented this problem by assuming the order of the local polynomi-487
als with which ρ will be estimated (i.e. H2, which is common to other FORC regression488
schemes) and searching for the VARIFORC scheme that produces regions most consistent489
with this assumption. Our ψ metric measures directly this level of consistency. An ability490
to estimate a FORC distribution where the effects of underfitting and overfitting are mini-491
mized also provides an independent technique to ensure that confidence intervals on ρ can492
be estimated rigorously.493
It is important to note that the FORC distributions produced by our model selection-494
based approach may appear noisier than those typically published in the literature. We495
do not consider this to be a short-coming of our algorithm; rather it is an indication that496
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user-defined smoothing will tend to underfit FORC data. This is not surprising. Noise in497
FORC distributions is easy to identify visually, while distortion of the underlying signal is498
more subtle. Therefore, it is natural for users to oversmooth their data to reduce the vis-499
ible effect of noise, without having an obvious means to judge the corresponding signal500
distortion. This emphasizes the importance of making high-quality FORC measurements501
where possible. Removal of noise comes at the cost of potentially distorting the underly-502
ing signal and advanced FORC processing schemes can only be expected to reduce, but503
not solve entirely, this trade-off.504
We have entered an era of high-resolution FORC analysis, with larger data sets con-505
taining in excess of 105 measurement points. This makes estimation of FORC smoothing506
using our proposed ψ metric computationally intensive. However, an ability to quantify507
overfitting and underfitting as a function of position in a FORC distribution can guide508
users toward an appropriate solution. Our proposed ψ metric is used to perform a grid509
search of candidate smoothing parameters to automatically select a suitable VARIFORC510
scheme for a given FORC data set. Such an approach is computationally intensive even511
for a simplified VARIFORC scheme defined by five parameters. We, therefore, recom-512
mend estimating a downsampled version of ψ, where all FORC measurement points are513
included in the local regression analysis, but model comparison is only performed at a514
limited number of locations through the triangle of FORC space defined by Bopen. Al-515
though downsampling reduces computation time, ψ estimation becomes more uncertain as516
fewer data points are included in its evaluation. Tests on a variety of samples suggest that517
a downsampled ψ estimate should involve approximately 2,000 points or more. FORC-518
sensei employs Dask, so that searching through the ensemble of smoothing parameters is519
performed automatically in a parallel fashion. To give a concrete example, the results in520
Fig. 4 involved a data set with 15,364 measurement points and FORCsensei considered521
2,646 VARIFORC schemes and performed model comparison at 2,000 locations. On a522
2015 MacBook Pro with a 2.8 GHz processor and 16 GB of memory, this analysis took523
30 minutes. While this might seem like a long time compared to some accelerated algo-524
rithms [Heslop and Muxworthy, 2005; Berndt and Chang, 2019], FORCsensei is automatic525
and does not rely on subjective user-defined smoothing parameters.526
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5 Conclusions527
FORC distributions have traditionally been estimated via a collection of local second-528
order polynomial models. Thus, if a given local regression region is most consistent with529
a lower-order polynomial, it indicates that overfitting may occur when the FORC distribu-530
tion is estimated based on a second-order polynomial. Similarly, if local regression data531
are most consistent with a higher-order polynomial, then underfitting may occur when the532
FORC distribution is estimated. We have developed an intuitive approach to aid FORC533
distribution estimation, which is based on measuring the tendency of a given local regres-534
sion scheme to overfit or underfit measured magnetization data. Bayesian model selection535
is employed to rank the consistency of a collection of candidate polynomial regression536
models with the data in a local regression scheme. This information is combined into a537
metric, ψ, that provides a measure of the appropriateness of the local regression scheme.538
Thus, ψ provides a means to compare automatically the suitability of different local re-539
gression schemes and smoothing parameters to estimate the FORC distribution of a given540
specimen.541
The FORCsensei software automates the process of VARIFORC smoothing param-542
eter selection. Regardless of user expertise an appropriate FORC distribution can be es-543
timated that has a balance between noise cancellation and preservation of the underlying544
signal. Such an independent technique also enables rigorous estimation of confidence in-545
tervals on ρ. FORCsensei is not, however, a panacea to all FORC processing problems.546
FORC measurements must be of high quality with appropriate resolution to resolve fea-547
tures of interest. Furthermore, investigators must be ready to employ more refined pro-548
cessing, for example, using the full VARIFORC approach of Egli [2013], to resolve sam-549
ple specific artifacts.550
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Appendix 1: Bayesian model comparison565
In the theorem of Bayes [1763], the posterior probability of a hypothesis, H, given a566





where p(X) is the probability of observing X independently of any specific hypothesis569
and p(H) is the probability of hypothesis H being true prior to any observations being570
made. Thus, the relative probabilities of two competing hypotheses, HA and HB, can be571










The Bayes factor (BF) is the final term in Eqn. 12 and can be expressed directly as [Burn-574











Given the observed data, the BF measures the relative posterior probabilities of HA and577
HB being true. Recent work has developed approaches for estimating BF for a given linear578
regression scheme, such as those defined in Eqns 4, 6, and 8, versus a null model where579
the observations are independent of the covariates. Specifically, the BF when compar-580
ing a linear regression model, Hi , to the null model, H0, can be given in a closed-form581





Γ( j/2 + a + 1)Γ((n − j − 1)/2)
Γ(a + 1)Γ((n − 1)/2)
(1 − R2)−(n−j−1)/2+a+1, (14)583
where Γ denotes the gamma function, n is the number of observations, R2 is the unad-584
justed coefficient of determination of the linear regression model defined by Hi , j is the585
number of terms included in Hi , and a is an adjustable parameter (set to a = -3/4, as rec-586
ommended by Maruyama and George [2011]). When estimating a FORC distribution via587
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local regression, the null model, H0, is a zero-order polynomial surface:588
M(B, Br ) = a1. (15)589
590
Once BFs are calculated, comparing each model to H0, the values can be combined591
to provide pairwise comparisons for specific models. For example, BF(H2,H0) compares592






If we assume a priori that each of the proposed models is equally probable, the BF can be596
used directly for probabilistic model selection.597
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Figure captions745
746
Figure 1. (a) High-field slope-corrected FORCs for a marine sediment rich in bio-747
genic magnetite from core MD00-2361 (sample depth of 1.25 m below seafloor). Every748
fifth FORC is plotted for clarity. (b) Distribution of model-selection statistics for 2,646749
combinations of VARIFORC smoothing parameters. Each point represents a FORC dis-750
tribution for a given combination of VARIFORC smoothing parameters, where the “over-751
fitting”, “optimal”, and “underfitting” proportions represent the estimated relative number752
of H02 , H2, and H3 cases in the local regression scheme, respectively. The selected VAR-753
IFORC configuration, in which ψ is maximized, is shown by a red point, the remaining754
points are color-coded according to their ψ values. Model comparison was based on 2,000755
random locations selected within the triangle of the FORC space defined by Bopen. (c)756
Color-coded distribution of selected model order across the space of the selected MD00-757
2361 FORC distribution. The local regression scheme contains cases of overfitting (black758
points), where the data are most consistent with H02 , optimal cases (blue points), where the759
data are consistent with H2, and underfitting (orange points), where the data are most con-760
sistent with H3. The white line corresponds to the Bopen triangle. (d) Final FORC distribu-761
tion estimated with selected VARIFORC parameters: sc,0 = 4, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 4, su,1 = 4,762
and λ = 0.04.763
764
Figure 2. (a) Lower branch subtracted FORCs for the MD00-2361 sample illustrated765
in Fig. 1a. (b) As in Fig. 1b for the lower branch subtracted FORCs. (c) As in Fig. 1c766
for the lower branch subtracted FORCs. (d) As in Fig. 1d for the lower branch subtracted767
FORCs with VARIFORC parameters: sc,0 = 3, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 3, su,1 = 5, and λ = 0.08.768
769
Figure 3. (a) and (b) Example of a predominantly overfitted model produced by re-770
ducing the level of VARIFORC smoothing to sc,0 = 2, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 2, su,1 = 2, and771
λ = 0.0. (a) Color-coded distribution of selected model order across the space of the MD00-772
2361 sample FORC distribution. (b) The corresponding FORC distribution is overfitted773
and is unduly influenced by noise. (c) and (d) Example of a predominantly underfitted774
model produced by increasing the level of VARIFORC smoothing to sc,0 = 8, su,0 = 8,775
sc,1 = 8, su,1 = 8, and λ = 0.08. (c) Color-coded distribution of selected model order776
–25–©2020 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.
Confidential manuscript submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research
across the space of the MD00-2361 sample FORC distribution. (d) The corresponding777
FORC distribution is underfitted and is unduly distorted by smoothing.778
779
Figure 5. (a) High-field slope-corrected FORCs for sedimentary greigite sample780
UB199B [Roberts and Turner, 1993; Roberts et al., 2014]. Every fifth FORC is plotted781
for clarity. (b) Lower branch subtracted curves estimated from the FORCs shown in (a).782
(c) As in Fig. 1b for the UB199B lower branch subtracted FORCs, model comparison was783
based on 2,000 random locations within the triangular region (white line) defined by Bopen784
in (d). (d) As in Fig. 1c for the UB199B lower branch subtracted FORC curves. (e) As785
in Fig. 1d for the UB199B lower branch subtracted FORCs with VARIFORC parameters:786
sc,0 = 2, su,0 = 2, sc,1 = 2, su,1 = 2, and λ = 0.0. (f) Coercivity profile estimated through787
the FORC distribution for sample UB199B at Bu = 0 T. Shading corresponds to the 95%788
confidence interval around ρ [Heslop and Roberts, 2012].789
790
Figure 6. Comparison of the effects of adding Gaussian noise to the UB199B lower791
branch subtracted data with a standard deviation (σn) defined relative to the data maxi-792
mum value. VARIFORC parameters were then estimated for cases with σn = 0.001,793
0.002, and 0.003. (a) Color-coded distribution of selected model order across the space of794
the UB199B lower branch subtracted sample FORC distribution with σn = 0.001. (b)795
The corresponding FORC distribution and VARIFORC parameters for σn = 0.001. (c)796
Distribution of selected model order for σn = 0.002 and (d) the corresponding FORC797
distribution. (e) Distribution of selected model order for σn = 0.003 and (f) the corre-798
sponding FORC distribution. As expected, as the magnitude of the added noise increases,799
the selected VARIFORC smoothing parameters also increase to compensate for the re-800
duced signal to noise ratio.801
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